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How negative are elections, and does it matter?
Mapping the use of negative campaigning in elections across
the world.
Dr. Alessandro Nai1

The report by an international monitoring commission for the 2018 Presidential election in
Georgia concluded that the November runoff “was marred by harsh rhetoric”, and that “the
negative character of the campaign on both sides undermined the [election] process.”2 The
report seemingly echoes the widespread sentiment that elections in Georgia are becoming
somewhat unique in the use of incivility and the duress of the political debates between
competing factions. Is this the case? And, beyond the Georgian case, what is negativity and
why does it matter?

Negativity in recent Georgian elections and in the rest of the world
The use of negative (or “attack”) messages by competing parties and candidates – that is,
messages intended to discredit the opponents and put them in a negative light, for instance
by criticizing their program, ideas or character3 – frequently attracts media attention.4 How
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“negative” are elections across the world? To answer this question, I have been conducting
since 2016 a large-scale comparative expert survey where selected samples of scholars are
asked to evaluate the nature and content of election campaigns in the direct aftermath of all
national elections worldwide.5 Looking at the data, it emerges that indeed elections across
the world are quite negative (Figure 1), that is, they are characterized by a higher share of
attacks and criticisms between competing parties and candidates than “positive” elements
such as policy propositions.
Figure 1. Negativity in recent elections worldwide6

Note: The map charts the “tone” of the last national election; the “tone” of the campaign
varies theoretically between -10 “very negative” and +10 “very positive”.
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Where does Georgia stand in this international comparison? Averaging scores for most
recent Legislative election (October 2016) and Presidential election (October 2018), Georgia
stands somewhat in the middle of the international distribution, with an average tone of 3.5; the most negative country by far, within those included so far in the study, is (perhaps
unsurprisingly) the United States, whereas several Northern European and Nordic countries
have the most positive campaigns.
To be sure, election campaigns are not monolithic. Different parties and candidates face off,
and it seems logical to expect that the use of campaign strategies diverges substantially
among them. This was the case as well during the two most recent elections in Georgia.
Looking first at the 2016 Legislative election (Figure 2) a radically different pattern emerges
for the two main competing parties. According to our data, the campaign of the incumbent
Georgian Dream (GD) coalition, led by Prime Minister Giorgi Kvirikashvili, used
comparatively a less negative campaign that their main opposition rivals from the United
National Movement (ENM). Although the GD campaign was still relatively negative in
absolute terms, the party overall made a lower use of negative messages and character
attacks (left-had panel of Figure 2), and used a discourse intended to elicit more positive
emotions during their campaign (right-hand panel).
Figure 2. Campaign during the 2016 Legislative election in Georgia, by party7
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The ENM, by their side, used a rather harsh rhetoric punctuated by a higher incidence of
character attacks and messages intended to elicit negative emotions (fear, anxiety). This
trend is consistent with what we know from the literature, with incumbents more likely to
promote a positive image of their accomplishments and challengers more likely to attack the
incumbents (see below).
Figure 3. Campaign during the 2018 Presidential election in Georgia, by candidate8

The 2018 presidential election was particularly negative (Figure 3). The two main contestants
- Salome Zurabishvili, and ENM’s Grigol Vashadze – did not hold back their attacks against
each other and other candidates, reflecting the extremely polarized environment in the preelection phase, marred by leaked confidential tapes, allegations of torture and kidnapping,
and widespread claims of corruption and coercion across the political spectrum. 9 Both
Zurabishvili and Vashadze used a very negative rhetoric, characterized by harsh attacks
against the character of the opponent (more than their policies), and overwhelmingly used a
rhetoric intended to fuel the fear and anxieties of the public.
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Where does negative campaigning come from?
Are the trends shown for the Georgian case unique, in terms of who used a more negative
rhetoric? What are the reasons that make candidates more likely to “go negative” on their
opponents? First, incumbent candidates have been shown to be comparatively less likely to
use negative campaigning than challengers.10 Unless their previous office has been marred
by extreme scandals or dramatically poor results, incumbents should be able to promote
themselves, their record and accomplishments via positive campaigns. Challengers, on the
other hand, usually do not have this and do not have an office to lose. Additionally,
challengers have been shown to receive weaker media coverage than incumbents11, which
implies that they have to work harder increase their visibility in the media if they want to
stay relevant in the eyes of the voters. A particularly effective way to capture media
attention is via the use of a more negative rhetoric; “candidates want to get their message
out, hoping to control the terms of the debate. They can air a positive ad and seek to
influence voters with that spot. But the news media will likely ignore it … A negative ad,
however, can generate controversy and conflict, drawing attention from journalists.”12.
Beyond incumbency status, a second factor likely to drive the use of negative campaigning is
the prospect of electoral failure.13 Negative campaigning “is used to reduce the support of
the opponent. [… Thus], the one lagging behind in the polls has not succeeded in attracting
undecided voters and, therefore, has to scare off the opponent’s voters to stand a better
chance.”14 Actors who are lagging behind have little to lose – and much to gain – from a
negative strategy.
Turning to the profile of competing parties and candidates, evidence suggests that more
extreme parties and candidates are more likely to use a negative and harsh rhetoric against
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their opponents.15 More extreme actors are less likely to participate in coalitions or policy
agreements. Parties seeking to enter coalition negotiations, in either the pre-or post-electoral
phase, have strategic incentives to go positive if they want to avoid backlash effects. 16
Evidence also exists that female candidates have a strategic disadvantage when compared to
male candidates in going negative. Female candidates that go negative on their opponents
face a situation that contrasts with social stereotypes and shared expectations of their
behaviour as kind and sympathetic.17 This disruption of gender stereotypes can potentially
have substantial electoral consequences, in the form of the increased likelihood of backlash
effects.18 Looking at the context of the election, strong evidence exists that more competitive
or “close” races lead to higher negativity.19

What are the consequences of negative campaigning?
Perhaps the most important question, of course, is to what extent does negative
campaigning matter? The answer to this fundamental question is in three parts.
First, it is undeniable that negativity captures our attention as voters. Much research has
established the existence of a “negativity bias”, according to which “people are more
reactive and attentive to negative news than they are to positive news.”20 In other terms,
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“negative information may be more likely than comparable positive information to be
noticed and processed, thereby having the opportunity to get its message across.”21 But does
this mean that negative campaigning “works”? It depends. Indeed, second, much evidence
exists that negative campaigns are able to sway the public opinion and reduce support for
the target, but an equally large amount of research has shown that, to the contrary,
negativity can quite as easily “backlash” against the sponsor of the message and harm them.
With uncertain electoral results, campaigns can be a risky business. Well-crafted campaigns
can mobilize the followers and inspire the crowds, lifting the candidates towards the final
success. On the other hand, certain campaign strategies can be a liability; negative
campaigning strategies are often successful to reduce support for the opponents but can also
backfire drastically.22 The jury is still out concerning the net efficacy of attacks – that is, to
what extent they are more likely to reduce support for the target (as intended) or instead
harm the sponsor of the message (clearly not as intended), to the point that some scholars
have started to question their overall electoral effectiveness in the first place.23 Can we then
conclude that negativity does not matter, at the end? Quite the opposite, actually. Beyond its
direct electoral effects, much research has investigated to what extent negativity has, third,
more “structural” effects on the political system itself. On the one hand, many argue that
negative campaigning is a detrimental force in modern democracies. According to the
“demobilization hypothesis,”24 negativity depresses turnout and political mobilization by
lowering political efficacy and trust, and fosters apathy and a gloomier public mood. 25
Especially when combined with elements intended to trigger an emotional response,
negative messages can depress political efficacy and trust in elected officials.26 On the other
hand, however, some highlight that negativity might have a positive role to play: negative
messages can convey important information to the voters, 27 promote a better general
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knowledge in the public about the most important issues at stake,28 signal to the voters that
the election is salient and thus worth paying attention to,29 and ultimately stimulate interest
and participation.30 Whether, ultimately, negativity is a detrimental force for democracy or
can instead act for the greater good is a normative question that goes, for now, beyond the
sum of all evidence that scholars have been able to gather. We should however (1) be careful
in assuming that negativity is necessarily bad for democracy, (2) concluding that negativity
is a new or shocking phenomenon, and (3) fall into the temptation to assume that negativity
is a particular trait of this or that political context. Negativity is ubiquitous, and its
influences – for good and for bad – vast and, to a certain extent, still mysterious.
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